
PRODUCT SPECIFICATION & TECHNICAL DATA

Portwest Clothing Ltd ~ Fieldsend Business Park ~ Thurnscoe, Rotherham ~ S63 OJF ~ United Kingdom (16-Mar-2022)

B951 - PW3 100L Water-resistant Duffle
Trolley Bag
Collection:  Luggage
Range:  Luggage and Tool Storage
Outer Carton:  4

Product information
The 100L duffel trolley bag is a highly weather resistant bag perfect for
taking on your travels.  Sturdy wheels and a telescoping handle offer a
smooth flowing operation. Made from super durable 600-denier polyester
ripstop fabric covered in a TPU film laminate,  the B951 offers bomber
protection for all your gear, clothes, work boots or tools. The spacious main
compartment is easily accessed via a zippered, U-shaped lid. There's plenty
of storage solutions inside, including a netted compartment to allow for
item-specific stashing. Extra daisy chain straps down the sides can be used
for clipping on extra gear.

Luggage
The essential collection of versatile luggage pieces, suitable for travel, work
or general everyday use. Robustly constructed with strong materials and
resilient components. Reliability and durability guarantee 100% customer
satisfaction.

Luggage and Tool Storage
A  comprehensive  collection  of  versatile  luggage  pieces,  suitable  for
travelling  or  general  everyday  use.  Robustly  constructed  with  strong
materials and tough components. Reliability and durability guarantee 100%
customer satisfaction.

Features
Incredibly durable and hardwearing●

Sturdy inline wheel system●

Telescopic handle●

Webbing loops to attach extra luggage●

Detachable and adjustable ergonomic shoulder straps●

Robust base panel●

Inner separate mesh compartment●

Three sections divided with hook and loop strip dividers●
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Test House

CARTON DIMENSIONS/WEIGHT

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight (Kg) Cubic (m3) EAN13 DUN14
B951BKR Black 80.0 42.0 55.0 3.5000 0.1848 5036108360260 15036108848918


